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Abstract

[EN] In this project, several state of the art deep learning models were

used to extract usable information from TV shows in order to, in the future,

be able analyze the interactions of the people shown in the program. More

precisely, person, place and speaker identification models were trained

and run on episodes from the 21st season of the Big Brother program.

When possible, each of these individual problems were tackled in the most

automatic way but when needed (and also to collect ground truth data)

the crowd-sourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk was used. Finally,

all the collected information was aggregated into a simple visualization

interface which answers to queries regarding the people, place or speaker

present in each shot.

Keywords: computer vision, video understanding, deep learning, im-

age recognition.

[ES] En este proyecto, varios modelos de aprendizaje profundo de úl-

tima generación han sido usados para extraer información de programas

de televisión con el fin de, en un futuro, poder analizar las interacciones

de las personas mostradas en el programa. Más precisamente, modelos

de identificación de persona, lugar y locutor han sido entrenados y ejecu-

tados en episodios de la temporada 21 del programa Big Brother. Cuando

fue posible, cada uno de estos problemas individuales ha sido abordado

de la manera más automática, pero cuando fue necesario (y también para

recopilar datos reales) la plataforma de crowd-sourcing Amazon Mechani-

cal Turk ha sido usada. Finalmente, toda la información recopilada ha sido

agregada en una sencilla interfaz de visualización que responde a consul-
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tas sobre las personas, el lugar o el locutor presentes en cada toma.

Palabras clave: visión por computadora, comprensión de video, apren-

dizaje profundo, reconocimiento de imagen.

[CAT] En aquest projecte, diversos models d’aprenentatge profund

d’última generació s’han fet servir per extreure informació útil de pro-

grames de televisió per en un futur poder analitzar les interaccions de

les persones que es mostren al programa. Més precisament, models

d’identificació de persones, llocs i locutor s’han entrenat i executat en

episodis de la temporada 21 del programa Big Brother. Quan va ser pos-

sible, cadascun d’aquests problemes individuals s’ha intentat abordar de

la manera més automàtica, però quan calia (i també per recopilar dades

reals) la plataforma de crowd-sourcing Amazon Mechanical Turk s’ha util-

itzat. Finalment, tota la informació recopilada s’ha agregat en una senzilla

interfície de visualització que respon a consultes sobre les persones, el

lloc o el locutor presents a cada fotografia.

Paraules clau: visió per computador, comprensió de video, aprenen-

tatge profund, reconeixement d’imatge.
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1 Introduction

Movies and TV programs often present a reflection of the real world,

even more if said program is actually a reality TV program depicting human

interaction. Human beings have the ability to watch a scene of several

people communicating and simultaneously extract and comprehend such

information. We have the ability to easily identify people participating in

a conversation, understand what information is being conveyed and how

that affects the relationships between said individuals. The ability to do

so comes from our understanding of social and cultural norms and being

able to identify moods and emotions conveyed in a conversation. Lately,

several data-sets [19, 17, 8] have been collected in order to train deep

learning models to understand said interactions the same way humans

do, these data-sets tend to make extensive use of crowd-sourcing labeling

tools to obtain all the low level information in order to then analyse and

retrieve more significant information. This document describes the initial

attempt to obtain some of this low level information in a more automatic

way and be able to represent and analyze it. Upon finishing this first stage

of low level information retrieval, in the future, the research will evolve into

the retrieval of more high level and abstract information.

This project consists on an aggregation of different deep learning

methods to solve different tasks such as shot segmentation, person iden-

tification, place recognition and speaker identification.
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1.1 Shot Segmentation

This task consists on separating the video into different clips when

there is a change of camera. There are different approaches to this prob-

lem but in this case the python package PySceneDetect was used, which

uses content-aware algorithms similar to [4]. This method uses the in-

tersection of HSV histograms to detect significant changes from frame to

frame to decide if a frame belongs to the same shot as the previous one.

In the case of the Big Brother show, since most cameras are stable

and frames do not tend to be very blurry (as would be the case in action

scenes, for instance) this method proved to work particularly well.

1.2 Person Detection and Identification

Face detection and facial recognition are very common tasks in the

computer vision field and have been refined since they first came to light.

Nevertheless, in our case, simply running a facial detection and recognition

model would not suffice due to the fact that occluded faces and people not

facing the camera is a common situation in the show. For this reason, our

method has two different stages which help refine the results.

First, the human pose estimator Densepose [5] was used to detect

the faces in each frame. With IOU and some heuristics as used in [9] the

video tracking of each face detected in a shot was obtained. Since the par-

ticipants of the show are previously known, their faces were scraped au-

tomatically from the internet to fine-tune a model of the Inception ResNet
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[16] model pre-trained on the VGGFace2 [2] data-set. The tracks that were

recognized with a high confidence as one of the show’s participants were

used to extract more frames to further fine-tune the model. This ensured

that now the model was trained with some instances of non-optimal data,

thus making it more robust to occlusions or turned heads.

1.3 Place Recognition

Place recognition is a computer vision problem that has also many

existing data-sets and models. Nevertheless those models tend to apply to

a more general place classification, like categorizing an image as a beach,

coffee shop or living room. However, in this case, something more precise

is needed; which is why frames from some episodes were annotated using

Amazon Mechanical Turk and used to fine-tune a ResNet18 [6] model pre-

trained on the Places-365 [23] data-set.

1.4 Speaker Identification

Speaker recognition tasks have been implemented through the use of

i-vectors [3]. Lately, there have been advances using convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) to extract d-vectors which in some cases can generalize

better. For this reason the novel network SincNet [14] was used to tackle

this problem. The network was trained on utterances previously labeled

using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Said utterances were extracted using the

timings embedded in each episode’s subtitles.
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Once all the data had been collected, it could be visualized through a

simple interface. Through this interface, the whole season can be queried

by room where the interactions are occurring, who is present and who is

the speaker during said interactions.
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2 Related Work

This section will focus on work related to video understanding and rep-

resentation, which is the final goal of this project. There is no contribution

to the technologies used for all the preliminary sub-tasks, which are only a

means to an end.

2.1 StoryGraphs

StoryGraphs [17] presents a way to, using a novel scene detection

method and automatic person recognition, depict the storyline of a TV

episode by visualizing character interactions in a timeline.

It is one of the first works regarding automatic representation of char-

acter interactions in video and it uses 22 episodes of 3 different TV series.

2.2 Video Q&A

There are numerous other models [18, 21, 24, 10] that demonstrate

video understanding by answering questions about them. These models

typically form internal representations of the social situations being por-

trayed, thus making the implicit knowledge harder to query; and can make

more extensive use of the text-based plot.
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2.3 MovieGraphs

MovieGraphs [19] introduces a data-set which provides a rich amount

of graph-based annotations for the social situations occurring in movie

clips. It also proposes a way to query said graphs and introduces mod-

els for interaction ordering and reason understanding.

The construction of the data-set (encompassing 7637 clips from 51

different movies) required extensive use of crowd-sourced annotators in

order to label the place and situation of the clip, as well as to create a de-

tailed graph describing the situation (which includes people, relationships,

attributes, topics, reasons, etc).

2.4 MovieNet

MovieNet [8] is the latest work in the field of movie understanding.

Similar to MovieGraphs, it contains multi-level annotations of movie clips.

In this case, the holistic data-set contains 1,100 movies with annotations

such as character identification with their respective bounding boxes, scene

boundaries, action and place labels, cinematic style and synopses aligned

to the timings of the clip. The data-set also contains, for each movie, ad-

ditional information such as the script, subtitles, a full synopsis and plot,

photos and other metadata (including cast, director, genre, ratings, etc).
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Apart from this new and massive data-set (when compared to pre-

viously existing ones), the project also provides several benchmarks for

tasks such as character detection and identification, scene segmentation,

action analysis and story understanding.
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3 The Big Brother Problem

This section gives some context to the problems to be solved in order

to better understand the next part of this document. It will focus on ex-

plaining certain aspects of the 21st season of Big Brother show such as

the participants and the Big Brother house.

3.1 The Big Brother Participants

The Big Brother show consists on a competition in which 16 house-

guests (Fig. 1) compete to win a money prize. Since the final objective of

this research is to understand human interactions through video compre-

hension, recognizing said house-guests will be one of the main goals of

this work. Apart from the house-guests, another recurrent character is the

show’s host Julie Chen Moonves, who will also be included into our person

recognition system’s domain.

Figure 1: The house-guests for the 21st Big Brother USA season.
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3.2 The Big Brother House

One main trait about the program is that it all occurs in a very fixed

and limited set of places. Apart from a prepared set where the participants

play a game to win the right to veto certain expulsions or obtain the "Head

of Household" title, the program is limited to 14 locations (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: The locations for the 21st Big Brother USA season.
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4 Problem Resolution

This section describes the different processes implemented for each

one of the sub-tasks. Finally it will outline the preliminary data processing

and analysis.

4.1 Shot Segmentation

As previously explained in the introduction, this task consists on sepa-

rating the episodes into segments every time there is a change of camera.

It should be noted that this task has two main objectives: (1) it is the first

step towards actual scene segmentation (a scene will consist of contigu-

ous shots in the same place with more or less the same people); (2) sep-

arating the large 4̃3 minute episodes into shorter clips of merely seconds,

thus facilitating the execution of future tasks. A shot splitter was ran on all

the episodes using the PySceneDetect library. The shot splitter computes

the changes in the HSV color space and separates subsequent frames if

the difference between them exceeds a threshold value (in this case, the

default value of 30 provided good results). There is also a minimum length

for a shot, which by default is set to 0.5 seconds.
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Figure 3: An example of the change in HSV values and the shot split it
causes.

4.2 Person Detection and Identification

Since the content of our videos mainly depicts human interactions,

recognizing the people featured in each shot is crucial for the final video

understanding tasks. Furthermore, a robust person identification tech-

nique can also aid in the speaker identification problem to be solved af-

terwards.

4.2.1 Person Detection

The main goal of this sub-task is to track the bounding box of the

characters in each shot. The Densepose-RCNN [5] system was used in

order to obtain the bounding boxes of bodies and a segmentation of all the

different body parts. Densepose-RCNN is a model based on the previously

existing architecture Mask R-CNN [7] (also used for object segmentation)

which is built on Feature Pyramid Networks [12] and ResNet101 [6]. The

Densepose-RCNN model was pre-trained on the Densepose-COCO data-

set (a data-set of 50k manually annotated images from the COCO data-set
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[13]) and then used to infer the bounding boxes of the heads present in

each frame.

Once the bounding boxes of the heads have been obtained, the next

process is to join them into temporally coherent tracks for each detected

head. The algorithm (Alg. 1) mainly uses the confidence scores that

Densepose-RCNN provides to discard invalid detections and intersection

over union to cluster the bounding boxes into single tracks.

Figure 4: An example of the algorithm assigning ids to bounding boxes
and discarding invalid detections.

As seen in Fig. 4, all bounding boxes not including a head are dis-

carded and the bounding boxes of the heads have an id assigned. This id

will be consistent with the rest of the frames in the shot.

It should be noted that, despite the fact that the tracking algorithm

uses the full body bounding box to compute the IOU, for the person identi-

fication system only the head’s bounding boxes will be used. Even though

many person re-identification systems use full body embeddings to take

advantage of temporal context (like clothing or other attires), in the case of

Big Brother and many other TV shows, bodies tend to present numerous

different occlusions, making the problem way more complex than needed

for the scope of the project.
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Algorithm 1: Bounding box tracking in a shot
Result: Returns, for each frame in the shot, a mapping of each

distinct person id to a bounding box.

idList = [];

idNum = 0;

idPrev = {};

for frame in shot do

idNext = {};

for (boundingBoxes, confidenceScore) in frame do

boundingBoxHead = boundingBoxes[0];

boundingBoxBody = boundingBoxes[1];

if boundingBoxHead is None then continue;

if confidenceScore < 0.9 then continue;

idNow = None;

maxIOU = 0.5;

for (id, prevBoundingBox) in idPrev do

iou = computeIOU(boundingBoxes, prevBoundingBox);

if iou > maxIOU then

idNow = id;

maxIOU = iou;

end

end

if idNow is None then

idNow = idNum;

++idNum;

end

idNext[idNow] = boundingBoxes;

end

idPrev = idNext;

idList.append(idPrev);

end
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idCounter = [[] for x in range(idNum)] for idDict in idList do

for id in idDict.keys() do idCounter[id].append(idDict);

end

idMap = {};

idNow = 0;

for i, idDictsI in enumerate(idCounter) do

if len(idDictsI) < min(#framesInShot, 10) then

for idDict in idDictsI do del idDict[i];

else

idMap[i] = idNow;

++idNow;

end

end

for i, idDict in enumerate(idList do idList[i] = {idMap[k]: v for k, v in

idDict.items()} ;

return idList

4.2.2 Person Identification

Once the tracked bounding boxes of the people featured in each shot

are obtained, the next task to accomplish is to recognize those heads as

the characters in the Big Brother show. As explained previously in the

introduction, the model used is the Inception ResNet [16] trained on the

VGGFace2 data-set[2]. This pre-trained model will be further fine-tuned in

two different steps, the first one to automatically create a data-set of the

characters while in the show and the second one to obtain a final model
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fine-tuned to the domain of the problem.

First, taking advantage of the fact that that the characters are fixed

throughout the show (16 house-guests and one host) and they have nu-

merous pictures available on the internet, Google searches were scrapped

to obtain a preliminary data-set of the faces of each person (making use,

again, of the Densepose-RCNN model to crop the faces off each picture).

Using this preliminary data-set, the pre-trained Inception ResNet model

was fine-tuned to classify the faces in the data-set obtained by scrapping

the internet. This model was then used to classify (using Alg. 2) the faces

previously obtained in the person detection task. Using this first classifica-

tion, 1 every 5 frames of each recognized face track is extracted to create

a new data-set.

Figure 5: An example of of how creating this new data-set can benefit the
character recognition model
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Algorithm 2: Head track recognition algorithm in a shot
Result: Returns, for each bounding box in a shot, what person it is.

id2Name = {};

labels = List of characters in the same order as when the model

was trained so as to be able to map the probabilities it returns to a

certain character

for frame in shot do

for (id, boundingBox) in frame do

face = cropFace(boundingBox, frame);

probs = runModel(face);

probMax = max(probs);

if probMax > 0.5 then
name = labels[argmax(probs)]

else
name = "Other"

end

id2Name[id][name] += 1

end

end

id2Name = {identity: max(names.keys(), key=lambda x: names[x])

for identity, names in id2Name.items()};

return id2Name

As seen in Fig. 5 the bounding boxes identified as 0, 4 and 5 have

faces pointing towards the camera at some point in the shot, this makes

it very likely that the first model will properly identify those tracks as the

people they are. This implies that, when generating the second data-set,

the faces will also be extracted during the moments that the first model

was unable to classify them, thus making the model to be trained more
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robust to face occlusions. Furthermore, apart from adding non-ideal face

crops to the data-set, the scale of the data to use for training now is way

larger (17,073 cropped faces) and diverse compared to the initial data-set

created by scraping Google searches.

Finally, the model previously fine-tuned with images from the internet

is trained once more with the new data-set (80% training set and 20%

validation set). The model was trained with a batch size of 32 using SGD

with a learning rate of 0.001, a momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 1e-5

and cross entropy loss as the criterion. Once the model converged, it was

then used to classify the tracks once again using Alg. 2.

4.2.3 Ground truth collection

Despite the fact that the person detection and recognition system is

fully automatic, collection of ground truth to evaluate the performance is

still needed. For this reason an annotation interface was set up on Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk to have human workers label the bounding boxes

obtained by the person detection system.

As shown in Fig. 6, the layout presents the annotator with a video with

several bounding boxes. The annotator has as as many drop-down lists as

different bounding boxes in the video and has to select the right person by

comparing with the pictures above. The workers also have the possibility

to label a bounding box as "Other", in the case that the bounding box does

not belong to one of the show’s main characters); or "Invalid", in the case

that the bounding box is not a person (despite the fact that those cases

should be filtered during Alg. 1, some wrong tracks can still appear).
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Figure 6: The layout for the ground truth collection interface for people
recognition

Using crowd-sourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk can

be very useful for massive ground truth collections such as this one. Nev-

ertheless, some workers sometimes have issues understanding the task

to be executed and others can even use automation scripts to submit tasks

faster without actually annotating the video as intended. For this reason,

before starting the actual tasks, the workers will always have to pass a

test consisting on a number of prepared problems similar to the ones they

would later encounter.

4.3 Place Recognition

In TV shows like Big Brother or other programs with potential to be

analyzed similarly (for instance, sitcoms), the different locations where the

actions take place are fixed. Apart from the fact that the locations appear

recurrently during the course of the show, it is also usually the case that
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all characters appearing in a certain place at the same time are all par-

ticipating in the scene (i.e. they are all participating in the same social

interaction as a group). Therefore, being able to identify where a shot is

being filmed will be a very useful way to cluster the people participating in

a conversation. To further exemplify, if a group of people are in a room and

one is speaking, it will be considered that the speaker is communicating to

the whole group.

Similarly to the person recognition task, the initial goal is to solve the

place recognition problem without initially resorting to ground truth collec-

tion. The first approach was to use a ResNet18 [6] model pre-trained on

the Places-365 [23] data-set to extract embeddings for each shot and then

attempt to use unsupervised clustering algorithms to separate all shots by

rooms in the Big Brother house. For instance, using k-means algorithm

with a k value of 60 yielded some interesting results.

As exemplified in Fig. 7, the first three clusters show that the embed-

dings extracted are capable of encoding patterns in walls and furniture.

On the other hand, places that do not have such distinctive traits ended up

being clustered together, as seen in the last two clusters. One factor that

introduced a lot of noise to the different locations where the show is filmed

is the fact that every episode there is some kind of competition/game in a

completely re-decorated set.
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Figure 7: Some examples of good and bad clusters after running k-means
for k=60

4.3.1 Ground truth collection

Since solving the place recognition task was in need of data collection

to train a model, an interface similar to the one used for people recognition

was created (Fig. 8).

For this task, the annotators are given a shot and they are expected
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to choose the place in the Big Brother house where it is being filmed.

This labeling job can be hard to carry out in the case of closeup shots

or other edge cases. For this reason, the workers have the possibility of

watching the clip uncropped from the whole episode. Adding the possibility

of seeing the clips in context made the task significantly easier and yielded

way better results.

Figure 8: The layout for the ground truth collection interface for place
recognition

As previously done with the people recognition ground truth collection,

this task also required a test to be passed before accessing the actual

labeling jobs. This served both as a way to train the workers and filter

dishonest ones.
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4.3.2 Model training

As the ground truth of each shot’s place was being collected, the

model was being trained so as to see the progress of it’s performance.

The ResNet18 model trained on Places-365 was shown to be capable of

recognizing patterns in the image, for this reason only the last fully con-

nected layer was retrained to classify the rooms inside the Big Brother

house.

The final model was trained using 20 out of the 40 episodes the 21st

Big Brother season has. The middle frame of each shot not labeled as

"Other" was extracted from said episodes; making a total of 12691 images

of which 70% were used for training and the rest for validation. The train-

ing was done with a batch size of 16 and the Adam optimizer [11] with a

learning rate of 0.001, a beta1 of 0.9, beta2 of 0.999 and epsilon of 1e-8.

Once the model converged it could be used to classify the place in

each shot using Alg. 3. Despite being able to obtain the confidence of

each classification, using a threshold to label less confident predictions

as "Other" was detrimental to the performance of the system. There-

fore, it was decided that the "Other" labels would be set manually after

the model’s prediction. Despite this task appears to be tedious at first

sight, the shots happening in "Other" places (featuring the show’s games

or competitions) tend to be mostly sequential and usually only during a

particular segment of the episode; making it quite a straightforward task

that can be completed in very few minutes.
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Algorithm 3: Place recognition algorithm in a shot
Result: Returns what place the shot is taking place in

labels = List of places in the same order as when the model was

trained so as to be able to map the probabilities it returns to a

certain place;

avgConfidence = [0]*length(labels);

for frame in shot do

probs = runModel(frame);

index = argmax(probs);

avgConfidence[index] += max(probs);

end

maxIndex = argmax(avgConfidence);

place = labels[maxIndex];

return place

4.4 Speaker Identification

Being able to recognize who is speaking at a given time is the last

main problem to solve. Before diving deep in how this problem was tack-

led, the difference between speaker diarization and recognition should

clarified. Speaker diarization is the process of partitioning an audio clip

into different segments according to the speaker identity whereas speaker

recognition is the identification of the speaker of a single utterance.

The initial approach to this task was to apply some kind of speaker

diarization or speaker change detector system to the audio from each

episode to extract single-speaker utterances and combine it with speaker
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identification to identify each utterance’s speaker as one of the show’s

characters. Finally, a more straightforward approach was found due to

the presence of subtitles.

4.4.1 Utterance extraction

As explained previously, the first sub-task to carry out is the separation

of audio into different segments according to the speaker changes. Instead

of relying on complex models for speaker change detection or diarization

(which in most cases would require retraining of models to adapt to our

domain), it was decided that the timings on the subtitles could be used to

extract this segments without need to use any special technologies.

Shows usually have subtitles and Big Brother is not an exception (even

though there are two episodes which do not appear to have them). As can

be seen in Fig. 9 the extracted subtitles have timings associated to each

caption. Furthermore, every time there is a change in speaker it is marked

with the "»" symbol. Therefore, we can use this subtitles as a substitute

to a speaker change detection systems. With some simple scripting, the

SRT content can be converted to a more usable format like in Fig. 10.
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37
00:02:21 ,620 −−> 00:02:24 ,030
>> I THINK YOU MADE PLAYS OVER
AND OVER AGAIN TO TRY TO FIGURE

38
00:02:24 ,068 −−> 00:02:25 ,688
OUT HOW TO GET ME UP.

39
00:02:25 ,724 −−> 00:02:26 ,974
THAT’ S WHAT I THINK .

40
00:02:27 ,000 −−> 00:02:29 ,860
>> WITH CLIFF BACK IN
THE HOUSE, HOW WILL HE SHAKE UP

41
00:02:29 ,896 −−> 00:02:31 ,066
THE GAME?

Figure 9: An example of the content of a SRT file

Subtitles in TV programs tend to be reasonably well synced to audio

and show next to no errors in the captioning itself but in the case of the 21st

season of Big Brother these subtitles can present some unsynchronization

or incorrect/oversimplified captioning. Nevertheless they still have been

used for this initial approach. In the future this could be improved by using

forced alignment [15][1] (to solve the unsynchronization issue) or a proper

diarization technique [22][20].
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I THINK YOU MADE PLAYS OVER
AND OVER AGAIN TO TRY TO
FIGURE OUT HOW TO GET ME
UP.THAT’S WHAT I THINK.

00:02:21.620 00:02:26.974

WITH CLIFF BACK IN THE HOUSE,
HOW WILL HE SHAKE UP THE
GAME?

00:02:27.000 00:02:31.066

Figure 10: An example of the processed subtitles

4.4.2 Model training

Once the utterances can be extracted from the audio according to

speaker changes, there is only need for a speaker verification system. For

this project the novel network SincNet [14] was used as a way to extract

the d-vectors (name of the embeddings for audio).

In an attempt to obtain a working system without initial need of ground

truth, an initial data-set of utterances to train the SincNet model was cre-

ated. This first data-set was built taking advantage of the fact that the

program’s participants are interviewed throughout the show in the "diary

room". The "diary room" is easily detected by the place recognition sys-

tem (it has a distinctive blue background). Furthermore, the people are

usually facing directly towards the camera, making the person recognition

system very robust in those cases. For this reason, the utterances coin-

ciding with "diary room" shots can be used to extract a first batch of 3000

utterances and train the model.

To then run the classification on all the utterances, the existing person

recognition system was used to take advantage of the supposition that the
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speaker will be present during at least one of the shots when the utterance

is heard. Furthermore, the subtitles have a label indicating if the speaker

is the announcer or the show’s host Julie Chen Moonves, which makes

the classifying task only needed for the actual participants. When running

the model, the inferences are split into 200ms fragments with a stride of

10ms. As seen in see Alg. 4, the average confidence for each label is then

obtained and the one with the higher probability is chosen.

Algorithm 4: Speaker recognition algorithm in a utterance
Result: Returns who is the speaker of the utterance

labels = List of people in the same order as when the model was

trained so as to be able to map the probabilities it returns to a

certain person;

avgConfidence = [0]*length(labels);

for segment in utterance do

probs = runModel(segment);

avgConfidence = avgConfidence + probs;

end

people = () for shot in utterance do

peopleShot = getPeopleShot(shot);

people = union(people, peopleShot);

end

probs = [(p if (labels[i] in people) else 0) for i, p in

enumerate(probs)];

index = argmax(probs);

speaker = label[index];

return speaker

During the first execution of the model, it provided some acceptable
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results but there was room for improvement. For this reason, it was needed

to resort to more ground truth collection to retrain the model and increase

it’s accuracy.

4.4.3 Ground truth collection

To obtain ground truth, both to check and improve the performance of

the model, a layout similar to the other two was designed (Fig. 11).

The annotators are given a clip corresponding to a single utterance

and are supposed to label who the speaker is. Like was done for place

recognition, the workers have the possibility to watch the clip in the context

of the whole episode, which makes the task significantly more simple. A

test to train and filter workers was also set up. Furthermore, if a utterance

was badly synchronized, they had the ability to notify it through a checkbox.
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Figure 11: The layout for the ground truth collection interface for people
recognition
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5 Experiments and Results

This section will describe what where the outcomes of each sub-task

and, when possible, provide an insight into the system’s performance. Fi-

nally, it will present an interface that was designed to visualize all the data

collected thus far.

5.1 Shot Segmentation

Even though this first task is responsible for extracting the shots on

which the rest of the tasks will work on, the performance was great enough

that no complex analysis of accuracy was needed.

As seen in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, different scenarios can be encoun-

tered. In the majority of cases, camera changes are sudden and allow

the algorithm to split the video perfectly. In some other rare occasions,

the video will have some sort of special effect as a transition (in the case

of Fig. 12, a door opening) which will cause the splitting of a false extra

scene. This false shot detection is not considered a problem because it

is a very short shot (usually the minimum of 0.5 seconds) and no people

tend to be detected in it due to it’s blurriness, thus making it’s effect on the

final output of the project negligible.

Figure 12: An example of an irregular shot split.
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Figure 13: An example of a good shot split.

5.2 Person Detection and Identification

For the person recognition problem, two main outcomes were accom-

plished: (1) a data-set of faces was created automatically which in turn

was used to train (2) a person recognition model.

5.2.1 Data-set

The data-set has a total of 17073 cropped faces distributed around the

16 show participants and the host. As shown in Fig. 14, the distribution

of samples is unbalanced. This is due to the fact that the participants

gradually leave the show. For instance, the person with the least samples

is David Alexander because he is the first person to be expelled from the

Big Brother house.
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Figure 14: Distribution of images in the heads data-set

5.2.2 Model

The Inception ResNet model was trained on the data-set and, as

shown on Fig. 15, it started converging after few epochs.
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Figure 15: Training progress of the Inception ResNet model on the data-
set

Then the model can be run on a full episode and an accuracy of
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around 80% is obtained. The exact average accuracy is still to be com-

puted because not all ground truth has been collected.

As exemplified in Fig. 16, the model is usually able to properly identi-

fied all detected faces which are somewhat facing the camera (notice in the

leftmost picture it even detects a blurry sideways reflection correctly). Fur-

thermore, some people facing backwards are also detected correctly (top-

right image) but it is not as robust as front-facing people (in the bottom-right

image Sam Smith was incorrectly identified as Jackson Michie).

Figure 16: Images showing different situations when running the person
recognition system.

5.3 Place Recognition

Similarly to the person recognition task, the outcome of solving this

problem was (1) a data-set of shots with location tags and (2) a place

recognition model.
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5.3.1 Data-set

The data-set consists on shots from 20 different episodes. The shots

labeled as "Other" were discarded from the data-set, resulting in 12.691

different shots distributed as Fig. 17 shows.
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Figure 17: Distribution of images in the places data-set
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5.3.2 Model

The last layer of the ResNet18 model (pre-trained on Places-365) was

trained and achieved convergence after around 25 epochs.
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Figure 18: Training progress of the ResNet18 model on the data-set
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Then the model can be run on a full episode and an accuracy of

around 85% is obtained. The exact average accuracy is still to be com-

puted because not all ground truth has been collected.

The place recognition system is able to identify easily all wide angle

camera shots showing rooms as a whole without any problems. Issues

arise when more closeup shots appear. As seen in Fig. 19, if some fur-

niture or part of the room’s wall appear, the model is usually capable of

recognizing the patterns and correctly classify it. In the case of the lower

left image, the shot shows barely nothing apart from the person’s face

(and letters, which introduce noise), making the classification very hard.

As mentioned in the previous section, the "Other" shots are labeled man-

ually.

Figure 19: Images showing different situations when running the place
recognition system.
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5.4 Speaker Identification

As well as for the other problems, this task resulted in (1) a data-set

of utterances (2) a speaker identification model.

5.4.1 Data-set

This data-set is a combination of utterances obtained through Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk (4 episodes, for the time being) and the utterances

extracted automatically from the interviews in the "Diary Rooms" (from the

whole season). As with the person recognition data-set, they are unevenly

distributed due to the fact that some characters appear significantly more

than others throughout the show (Fig. 20).
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Figure 20: Distribution of minutes of utterances in the speaker identifica-
tion data-set
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5.4.2 Model

The model was trained as the graphs in Fig. 21. When tested on an

episode it achieved an accuracy of 70% approximately.
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Figure 21: Training progress of the SincNet model on the data-set. (Vali-
dation accuracy is sentence-level instead of 200ms frame level)
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5.5 Visualization Interface

In order to easily browse through all the episodes and see the data

extracted by each recognition system thus far a simple interface (Fig. 22)

was built using HTML and JavaScript.

Figure 22: Layout of the visualization interface

The visualizer has the possibility of accessing each episode individu-

ally to watch it while the information is presented to the user. The episodes

have the bounding boxes labeled with their identified character and, to the

left of the video, there is a map of the Big Brother house representing

where each character is was last seen as well as the current location of

the shot and the speaker
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The interface also has three fields (room, speaker and people) which

give the user the possibility of querying either the episode or the whole

season. The query returns a list of shots which the user can click to jump

to the corresponding point in time in an episode.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, systems to obtain usable data from the 21st season Big

Brother show have been developed, both by using collection of ground

truth data and by training deep neural network models.

Except for the person recognition system, all other tasks have had the

need of extensive ground truth collection in order to achieve acceptable

accuracy rates. Regarding said ground truth collection, the importance of

using qualification tests and controlling the quality of the annotators has to

be emphasized.

The project is still ongoing and further work will be conducted dur-

ing the following months. Including the final collection of the remainder

of ground truth data for the existing sub-tasks, further information has po-

tential to be collected such as: sentiment extraction from the subtitles,

action/pose estimation, etc.

The project will conclude on the actual analysis of the interaction

graphs that can be created from the extracted information. There are many

possibilities to branch off from this point.

A statistical analysis and aggregation of the interaction graphs ob-

tained can give insight to the actual relationships of the show’s characters.

For instance, Big Brother incites the people in the show to create quite

explicit alliances (Fig. 23) and a that might be reflected in the number and

sentiment of interactions between said individuals.
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Figure 23: Example of the alliances in the show at Episode 9. Credit to
Reddit user u/EmptyChurches.

Since the Big Brother show features a fixed number of characters dur-

ing a prolonged period of time, there is potential to study the way their

relationships evolve and the way they react to certain interactions. Fig. 24

shows an initial idea of a network to be implemented that could be used to

predict reactions to conversations throughout the show, it would need fur-

ther ground truth collection (to obtain the real reaction) but it could present

a useful way to aggregate the interaction graphs already obtained.

Figure 24: Preliminary idea for a network to predict reactions after every
interaction.
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Another possibility for further study would involve data from outside

the actual episodes. Twitter contains a lot of information about the public’s

opinion on the show. It would be interesting to be able to extract this opin-

ion for each character throughout the season and being able to correlate it

with the character’s actions in each episode.

Throughout the history game theory increasingly complex games and

problems have been analyzed. It could be said that Big Brother presents

one of the ultimate games, a game that if a machine wanted to play, it

would have to be able to understand the way people become more or less

popular, trust or distrust each other, etc.. For this reason, it would be

interesting to be able to predict certain aspects of the show’s progression,

for instance, in the context of the vote to kick someone out of the house,

who will be voting for who.
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